The National Wild and Scenic Rivers System was created by Congress in 1968 (Public Law 90-.
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Originating in the Cascade Range, the Clackamas flows through a steep-walled

pools, cascades, and waterfalls flowing from above treeline into a dense

provide diverse recreation opportunities.

This spring-fed stream meanders past the limestone bluffs and the crystal clear

This stream system and surrounding valley near the Pennsylvania border

geologic formations, Whitewater rafting, and early day mining remains are also

Anadromous fisheries, picnicking, and other recreational opportunities are

This scenic northeast Oregon stream follows a rugged basalt canyon. Joseph

The segment of Crescent Creek below the Crescent Creek Dam flows through

This river system is an extensive network of creeks and rivers in east-central

Forest boundary, including the 1500 foot deep Littie Deschutes Canyon, and

From its headwaters in the Endicott Mountains and Walker Lake, the river

possesses one of the few remaining pristine Sierra fisheries with self-sustaining

reputation.

This highly used recreation area with Whitewater boating, fishing, and

archeological, historical, cultural and ecological systems.

Located within Kobuk Valley National Park, Alaska, the river is small but

southwestern Oregon to the state border to tie with the Smith River System in

exceptional anadromous steelhead and warmwater bass fishing, archeological,

backpacking, horse packing, and other recreational activities.

Recreational use is increasing despite difficulty of access.

The river offers swimming, boating and fishing opportunities.

Land within the boudaries with wild, scenic or recreational. The following definitions are provided by

opportunities for canoeing, backpacking and fishing.

After beginning in a series of prairies, the river winds through vertical rimrock

carved valleys through the rugged Endicott Mountains in Alaska's Central

courses south and west through a wide valley and passes through two scenic

highlands around both forks of the Andreafsky are one of two known nesting

unique ecosystems, and exceptional wild trout fisheries.

This stream is highly used with recreational boating, fishing, and
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